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Abstrac( -As a part of it restructuring of the
space mission design process, the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory is investigating a
model-driven concept for capturing systemlevel requirements for space misions.
Anticipated advantages include (1) earlier
achievement of system design maturity; (2)
earlier detection of system-level problems
through virtual test; and (3) enabling of
rnissiotisystem trades throughout the design
phase. Model-driven systems enable rapid
evaluation of changes and, it is }loped,
‘significantly shorter development periods and
less rework.
1. IN T R O D U C T I O N
Prior to 1990, space missions were
proposed, designed and operated under a
pardigm of performance maximization. The
frontier of space exploration seemed infinite,
and the demand for technology development
encouraged that paradigm. Toward that end,
space missions were conceived that produced
maximum exploration and maxi mum
technology development; economics and
productivity were secondary.
The 1990s brought an environment that was
significantly different. The end of the cold
war and the coinciden[ f(~cus on federal
budget balancing brought wi[h them an era of
practicality applicabk to, :Imong other fields,
space exploration. Sciclk-c :lnd Icchnology
insertion were still requilk’(l; 1111[ in addition
productivity and n]axitllil:l(i(m 0( [he scienceto-cost ratio wcw of COIILL~III. N ,fSA
introduced the “F.wtcr. l)~~t~’r, cheaper”

mantd both full cost accounting and totalIife-cycle cost accounting were required. In
short, scientists and engineers. are now asked
to design and build systems where cost and
schedule may be fixed, or near-fixed,
parameters in the design space. A key effect
of this new design environment is that the
technical requirements at the system and b
subsystem level must remain more flexible
throughout the design cycle.
After some deliberation, JPL’s reengineering
of product development centered itself around
six basic themes: (1) . The overall approach
to satisfaction of these themes is addreseed in
Smith (1997). The focus of the present paper
is on the MSD contribution to the DNP
stretch goals, which is concentrated on the
achievement of early test of the system
requirements themselves We will describe a
methodology that captures system
requirements in software models rather than
in documents.
2. EX E C U T A B L E R E Q U I R E M E N T S
At the highest level, requirements for a
traditional project are stated in terms of
science (or other sponsor) objectives: to
visually map a planet’s surface, to determine
surface modification processes, etc. Such
objectives are typically refined into
requirements on a spacecraft (e. g., the mass
it must carry, data it must store) requirements
on the mission (e. g., orbit characteristics,
data to be acquired), and any other major
elements. These in turn are partitioned into
systems within these elements, subsystems
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within the systems, and so on un[il the
requirements are stated at a lcm’ enough level
to be handled by a single engineering team.
Traditionally, such refinement is captured and
communicated on paper, in documcn[s which
are used to define commitments by the
designers. Committmen[s are [hen negotiated
against resources, usually using the same
documents, until an agreement is made.
For large space missions the flowdown of,
and commitment to, ful I set of rec]uirernents
to a buildable level can occupy many
workmonths and several calendar years to
complete.
Doeument-driven design, as this
methodology is termed (Baker et al, 19xx),
suffers from the limitation that its control
mechanism is slow. Captured in such a flat
form, comprehending tile inter-dependencies
of subsystem requirements well enough to
formulate an effective change, let alone
braving the document mlj ustmcnt process,
can be daunting. Typic:ll I y, the set of
requirements documents are understood in
full by a handful of people, at best. The
addition of requirements tracing software that
manages requirements clocumcnts in
electronic form and identifies requirements
that are “children” of l~i~ller level
requirements has relieved the p:lpcrwork
burden but has largely left the comprehension
and change control aspects untouched.
A second difficulty with document-driven
design is that it does not ]cnd itself to
testability. High-1evel science objectives are
the ultimate customer requirement, yet it is
difficult to determine whether a chmge still
meets them or not. For ex:~mple. to
determine if a tclecommllnications
subsystem’s 10-watt translnitter is compatible
with a scientist’s desire (o tnakc a lllap of
Venus at 100-n] resolution in ICSS [ban one
year needs considerable ciIlculNions. To
evaluate the impact on th:lt desire of a 10%
increase in transmitter nl:l.w is II:udcr still.
For both these reasons, J I’L has undertaken
to partially or ullotly repl:IL’c [he documentdriven requircmcn[s pro~’css ivi[l~ Something
better. Follo\ving an idc:l from Purvis et al.,
19 XX and expal~lled hy Sl~litl]. 19°7, we have
begun implenwnt:ltitm 01’ ;l r~’(luircllwn[s

system based on a set of cross-cutting
requirements models (“requirements
models”) that state spacecraft-level
requirements (referred to as Level 3
requirements) in an executable form. The
desired advantages of this new methodology
are ( 1 ) it should permit an earlier and easier
achievement of a level-three design
commitment between system engineer and
design engineers; (2) it should enable testing
of requirements against some quantitatively
stated objective and thus permit earlier
detection of system-level problems through
virtual test; and (3) as the implementation of
the design proceeds, it should continue to
allow mission/system trades as a way of
evaluating potential changes to either system
design, mission objectives or subsystem
design.
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Relationship to Current Tools
Models don’t replace engineers -- rather,
when used shrewdly they help the design
team to do its job faster and better by catching
some system-level problems earlier in the
design cycle and affording quicker and/or
more careful requirement allocations to be
explored. They can be viewed as combining
in one place the features of several tools we
already use for mission and system design in
order for the team in general, and the system
engineer in particular, to capture, understand,
and improve system-level behavior.
Often, activities during a particular spacecraft
mode are such that the demand for systemlevel resources are fairly constant, or at least
easily boundable. On the other hand, there
can be some spacecraft modes that represent
significant variations of demand in time that
are hard to assess in a simple mode-based
analysis. An example from a current JPL
avionics design project, X2000, is a
trajectory correction maneuver (aka, ‘turn and
burn’). This maneuver consists of a
sequence of modes: cruise - turn - main
engine burn - turn - cruise. An excel-based
analysis of this rnanuever was performed by
the X2000 system engineer in May 1997 with
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two results: (1) the power rcquircll]cnt is
challenged by this manucvcr, but (2) it was
hard to see the relative timing of various
events, The partial satisfaction provided by
this analysis approach constitutes one of the
motivates for a more detailed tool.

requirements balance is impacted by a
subsystem having a different capability than
its initial requirement allocation. Though
perhaps confusing at first, this flexibility is
no different from the flexibility we use today
in Excel spreadsheet budgets.

XCUT models simply combine many of the
features of spreacisheets, block diagrams, and
mission scenario timelines into a fourth tool:
a dynamic system model (see figure 1).
XCUT models ciepict the basic subsystem
partitioning and interactions (from functional
block diagrams), embue [hese diagrams with
the subsystem modes, states, and interactions
relevant to utilization of sys[em-!evel
resources (from budget a 1 Iocat ions), and
drive the diagrams through a script derived
from mission scenarios to show gross-level
system behavior over time.

)(2000 XCUT Mode]~
The initial version of the XCUT model for
X2(X)O is taking shape. We are currently
using the tool “Foresight” to implement the
XCUT models. Figure 2 depicts the goal
model structure.
The X2(MO system engineer identified
power, databus, mass memory, and CPU as

key system-level resources to be managcxl
during the design process. Of these, power
and databus requirements are the fmt svstemlevel resources-we chose for the XC~”
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1 Lt as mass and pow’er’ [JuLigets could be
interpreted as either top-down requirements
(early in a project), bottom-up capabilities
(later in a project) or SO1]W deftly-handled
combination of both, the in[e[pretation of the
outputs of the XCUT models ‘depend on how
the input parameters are inl~’rpr~’[c,l -validation of intcrna] c-onsi.~[~>ncy amongst
Level 3/4 requirements, tf;llid;llion of
consistency amongst sut]s!stcn] C:lp:tbi]ities,
or, mixing requircmerrts atld cdildl~ililies, an
assessment of ll(>w the ol’~’r:lll syslem

models to capture.
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Figure 2: XCLJT Model Structure
Eac wbsystem is modeled as a basic topIevf dock diagram which includes state
transition dia~fimls to capture subsvstem
states (e.g., ‘off, ‘warniing up’, ‘on’,
‘standby’, ‘communicating’, etc.). Each
subsystem is characterized by a set of toplevel parameters, often associated with
pruticular states, of the sort [hat are specified
in resource allocation sheets (e.g., datarate,
power draw, warm-up delay, etc.).
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rest of the model. The various components
of the XCUT models respond to the
commands and interact. “
A concrete example maybe helphl here:
figure 3 below shows the interactions among
the XCUT models to perform a turn,
followed by explanatory text.

The model reads in initializing data and a
script derived from a mission scenario.
Initializing data include subsystem parameters
(e.g., power draw and da[:lbus demand for
each state), initial states of each subsystem at
the start of the scenario, and so for[h. The
script consists of two SC(S of inputs: (1)
commands loaded into a sequence in the
cmdhel model to bc e.Yeclt[~Yl during the first
portion of the scenario, :111(1 (2) commands
loaded into the gl’OLlllL[ s(:I[ ion model that are
to be uplinked to Coll~!l~:~ncVrelel~~e[V (via
telecom) during. the s~enilrio for later
execution,
After the moclels :IIC ini[i:llizd. the user starts
the simulation. ‘]’ht c’c)t])tl):lllcl/[ clclllct~
model issues coll~llu{l~ds s[~~r~’11 in i[s
sequence at [hc ;l[)prol)ri:l(~” I inws [() drive the
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model issues a conIIn;Ind to Power to turn on
catalyst bed hca[ers. The I’owcr model, upon
receipt of this coIHm:Ind, sets the value of a
power line runnit): into [he Propulsion model
to be ON. In response, Ihc Propulsion model
sends back to the Po\ver model a parameter
reflecting the current [hot the cat bcd heaters
are now drawing. The Power mode] then
updates its summation of the o~’ertill power
demand accordingly. If the power demand
exceeds the supply, then the energy storage
reserve is drained over time to support the
load.
While the becls are beating, CMD~EL
commands Pointing to pl:ln a turn (o Earth.
After a delay, the Pointing model sends a
message to CMDflEL th:lt the tum has been
planned. The CMD~EL model commands
Pointing to execute a turn :ifter a delay
accounting for the warrn-[tp time required by
the cat bed heaters and atlc r receiving the
‘turn planned’ message from Pointing
(whichever comes lint). The Pointing model
then sends commancl to [Ile valve drive
electronics (located in the Power model) to
open a thruster for a len~lh of time. In
response, the VDE changes the value on a
power line to the [hruster in the propulsion
model to open the thruster, The Propulsion
model sends back to the pcower rnockl the
current draw rec]uirtxl to (~pcn the v:llve.
After a delay accounting fnr the coast period
of the turn has elapsed, [I:c Pointing model
commands a second thruster ro fire [o stop
the turn. A time delay is [Iwn encountered to
account for settling time into the new attitude.
After this del:~y, the Point ill: model sends a
message to the C\ lD~E1. model stating that
the turn has been cxmrtcil. The Cklf)/TEL
model then execulcs ~hc IILXI comIIMnd in the
sequence.
In terms of rnodcl oulputs, (IIC Propll]sion
model displays :1 !inw-hi’!(~ry of IUCI
consumed, uhiuh is LIpdi)L’Ll c:lch time the
fuel flow rate LII~III:L\. ‘1 IIC I’owcr model
sums up the (J\LIiIll I~(J\J;LI (l~>llwrd :tt my
given point il~ [illlc. .’(Jt]lII:II”L’s it [0 [Ilc DC
power suppl> ( Ic\s c’,lntii~i{)n ;m(l
distribution l~>s\,\ ). .Illd L’oll[illuoll sly”
updates its di.sill.i~\ (~t’ p~I\\L’r LIcm:Incl, power
margin, and ‘1 LII.1:) rc~L’r\’L’ :I\’i IIl:Il)lc.

When demand exceeds supply, the difference
is covered by draining an energy reserve (less
a discharging loss), and the energy supply
display ramps down accordingly.
Downlink, uplink, science collection, and
other spacecraft modes are modeled in a
similar fashion. In this way, the XCUT
model executes a script derived from a
mission scenario, and accounts for the
demand for system-level resources either in a
requirements sense (if parameter values
representing requirements are used), or in a
capabilities sense (if parameter values
represent capabilities are used).
Further, when a subsystem engineer
proposes a capability that varies from the
initial top-down requirement, the models can
facilitate the assessment of the resulting
impact to the system-level requirements
balance.
.
Interaction between Cross-Cuttinp Svstemlevel Models and Subsystem Desirzn Models
For years, subsystem engineers have built
detailed, physics-based computer models of
subsystems in order to better estimate
performance and surface technical design or
operational issues. Examples include attitude
control system models built in MAT’LAB,
mechanical models built in ProE, and so
forth. Generally, a CogE builds and uses
these models to flesh out hardware/software
design and, in some cases, to produce design
files that can be used for fabrication directly.
Although the concept of integrating all these
detailed, physics-based models together into
a complete spacecraft model (aka, a ‘virtual
spacecraft’) may at first seem appealing, the
practical impediments are legion:
profoundly complex software interfaces
. computer power required
. difficulty& turnaround time to make
changes that affect multiple models
●

Hence, the main goal of partitioning the
modeling activities into XCUT and
subsystem design (SSD) models interfaced
[hrough a Parameter Database is to shrewdly
6
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select keydcsign parameters forcach
subsystem, and tllc[lcxcicisc: lsys[cr~)-wide
model driven only by thi< r~’la(ivcly small set
of characterizing parameters.
There are (a[ lc:is[) 3 distinct ways in which
parameters shared by XCUT and SSD
models could be used. wi[h notional
examples:
(1) ‘Top-do\vn

design’

Assume a si[u:ltiol] in which system-level
requirements Ilaic been cst:lblished and
balanced by the sjstem e]:inccr L[sing the
XCUT models. “1’he res[:!ting requirements
parameters are then LJplo:dcd to the PDB for
the team’s use.
Assume a subsys[cm engineer (say, the
Telecom engineerl is using an SSD model to
develop a subsystem ctesign, and there is a
top-down rec]uirelnen[ levied on the
subsystem (c.:., a transmit datarate). The
engineer’s model IvoLIlcl capture the physics
of the problem: poiver consu mpt ion and
losses, beam spreticl, dis[:mce [o receiver,
pointing accuracy. perform:lnce variation
with temperature, etc. U It irna(ely, one of the
outputs of this mock] is a predicted datarate
achievable under different conditions.
The engineer’s SSD model would, when run,
download the requirecl cl:ltarate from the PDB
and plot it in [he s:~me cll:lrt as the predicted
achievable datara[c, ther~’by allowing instant,
obvious con]paristjr~ of predic[cd
performance veIsiIs d top-doun requirement.
The SSD mo(icl \\ (Julcl (!o no c:dcu]ations
using the reqtlircll cILI[;w;II12. mrre]y use it in a
plot for conll~aris(~ll puquxcs.

The system engineer would have run the
XCUT models with mission scripts and
obtained power-demand profiles from the
simulation. These profiles would have been
based on the allocated power demand for
each state within each subsystem, as played
out by the mission scenarios. The power
engineer can then use the power demand
profiles from the XCUT models to design
against.
(3) ‘Assess Impact of Subsystem design
variation from original requirement’
Assume that the original requirements balance
achieved by the system engineer using the
XCUT models is being challenged; in
particular, that the Telecom engineer, using
his/her SSD model, is arriving at design
solutions that meet the datarate requirement
but break hisiher power requirement. Thq
Telecom engineer loads a “Current Best
Estimate” capability value for power into the
PDB. The system engineer, perhaps with the
design team in attendance, then runs the
XCUT models again, with the CBE power
capability value instead of the requiremen~ to
assess the impact on the overall system
requirements balance. If the perturbation is
minor, perhaps the design team will decide to
relax the power requirement on Telecom. If
the impact is significant, then the team can
explore a number of possible options:
increase energy storage, temporarily turn off
other power-consuming components, and so
forth. Use of the graphical XCUT model
both speeds up the initial assessment of
system-level impact and facilities
communications among the team as to the
causes and potential solutions to system
(iesign problems.
The importance of the SSD models in these
example is that they are a primary tool for the
subsystem engineer to provide the ‘technical
pedigree’ of the characterizing parameters
used in system-level trades.
The importance of the XCUT models in this
example is that the interrelationships among
all the subsystems’ characterizing pmu-neters
are captured and exercised with quick
turnaround (measured in minutes) against a
7
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mission scel]:lrio. ‘I”hc XCUT models are a
primary tool I’or llw sys(crn engineer and the
design team 10 work through systcm-level
trades.
At this poin( i[ sh(LIld be acknowledged that
SSD models \till IJrobably not be the only
source of ‘pccligrccd’ characterizing
parameters. I’or instance, if the design calls
for flying an ~’.~ist it): piece of hardware, then
parameters ({~ri\ctl from test data, not an
SSD model. ivoLIld probably be used. It is
]jke]y Mat al)~,’ ~ivcn proj~>ct will have a need

for detailed $SD Imxlel; of some, but not
necessarily :111, subsystems.
Similarly, any given project will probably
utilize some :ispects of the XCUT models
more than o[hcr-s. depen(ting on the design
t e a m ’ s asssewment of key technical i s s u e s
to
be resolved.

contract with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
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4. SUMM,-l[<Y ,-\sr) CO N C L U S I O N
A first implcll~en[il[ion of a model-driven
system desi~ n concept hm been completed,
With this first set we intend to pilot JPL
projects throllgh deve]opmcnt of
requirement> at lel’cl 3 for spacecraft and
flight instl”[l~’lllrlt:l[ic)ll. carcl’Lilly measuring
progress a:dinst expcc[a[ions dnd looking for
lessons to learn. [Apectcxl technical benefits
include ber[[rr exl’rcssion of complex
information. :lnd ~lcwer :Ind less ambiguous
definitions (~1’ desi~l]. Espcctcd
programrm[ic benefits arc earlier achievement
of system d~”~igtl t!l:~{urity. earlier detection of
system-le~’c I i)rob~cn)s tl)mugh virtual test;
and enablin: of r~lissio[l/.\)’s[clll tracles
throughout i!ic dc<i:n plI. I~c.
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